
Take a stand against mundane landscapes with the Diamond® 

freestanding wall system. The blocks are crafted with the same earthen 

colors and rough-hewn texture that made the Diamond® retaining wall 

system a top choice for retaining walls. Diamond® freestanding walls 

are our most beautiful and versatile landscape products yet.

Diamond® 9D Multipiece
Freestanding Wall System



Diamond® 9D Multipiece
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Benefits of Diamond® 9D Multipiece: 
 | Available in three different face lengths for a random look

 | Can be used for straight or curved walls

 | Used as seating areas, borders and courtyards

 | Can be used for walls up to 3 feet high, including 
buried course, but excluding the cap

 | Columns can be built up to 6 feet high, including buried course, but excluding cap

 | Maximum straight wall length between design elements is 10 feet

  

Benefits by the numbers: 
 | Minimum outside radius, measured on the top 

course to the front of the units: 3 feet*

 | Minimum inside radius, measured on the base 
course to the front of the units: 6 feet*
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For more info visit: www.belgardcommercial.com

Approximate Dimensions (HxLxD)**

Small Block
Front: 6" x 6" x 9" 
Back: 6" x 4" x 9"

Medium Block
Front: 6" x 12" x 9" 
Back: 6" x 10" x 9"

Large Block
Front: 6" x 18" x 9" 
Back: 6" x 16" x 9"

Cap 
Front: 3” x 17¼” x 10⅜” 
Back: 3” x 12” x 10⅜”

Corner/Column 
6" x 18" x 9"

Wall Innovations By

*May vary depending on the installation pattern

**Product dimensions are height by face length by depth. 
Actual dimensions may vary from these approximate 
values due to variations in manufacturing processes. 
Contact your Belgard representative for details.


